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Launch of New Pachinko Machine  
“CR EVANGELION－Time to Rise” 

 
FIELDS CORPORATION (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President & COO: Tetsuya Shigematsu) announces the nationwide 

release of a new pachinko machine, “CR EVANGELION－Time to Rise.” 
 
■About " EVANGELION" 

“EVANGELION” emerged as an animated TV series in 1995 and, since then, has generated a 
large fan following with its mysterious stories, original characters, numerous famous quotes, 
distinctive coloring and impressive productions. 

The EVANGELION franchise has expanded beyond animated contents, and been involved in 
collaborations and tie-ups with a large number of corporations across a multitude of business 
types, including food, transport, medical supplies, fashion and leisure. Even now, 
EVANGELION features in collaborations with the Shinkansen and with popular games, and 
enjoys continued popularity as a major IP(intellectual property). 

For further information, visit the official EVANGELION website at 
http://www.evangelion.co.jp/ (Japanese only). 

 
■New Pachinko Machine “CR EVANGELION－Time to Rise” 

“CR EVANGELION－Time to Rise” is the 11th and latest model in the pachinko series. As the 
culmination of the previous 10 machines, it was developed to communicate the fun of EVANGELION 
to pachinko fans everywhere, from existing EVANGELION fans to members of the public who have 
yet to experience the joys of pachinko. 

“CR EVANGELION－Time to Rise” marks a further evolution of the “middle probability-change 
loop-type” machine, which is the source of the pachinko “EVANGELION Series,” and 
comprehensively pursues the unique fun of EVANGELION through a variety of productions and 
production principles. The new machine is a continuation of successive generations of the series, and 
with its improved production balance delivers new impressions and excitement. 

 
“CR EVANGELION－Time to Rise” is not only for pachinko and pachislot enthusiasts but a wide 

range of people, including EVANGELION fans. The machine is scheduled for delivery in December 
2016 to pachinko halls throughout Japan. 

 

 

For inquiries or further information please contact 
Corporate Communications Office, FIELDS CORPORATION 

Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17 Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0036 
Tel.: +81-3-5784-2109  Fax: +81-3-5784-2119 

 

 


